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(57) ABSTRACT 

A polishing tool useful for grinding and high precision, fine 
polishing of flat or curved optical Surfaces, as well as for the 
optical flattening of semiconductor and metallic Surfaces. 
The tool does not make contact with the surface to be 
polished and lacks moving parts; but produces a high 
velocity flux “cushion’ that expands radially and parallel to 
the working Surface, generating a stable, uniform and repeat 
able annular abrasion footprint. Due to the hydrodynamic 
characteristics of the tool, it can create polished Surfaces of 
high-precision optical quality starting from the grinding 
process up through the final fine polishing process without 
having to change the tool, thereby avoiding friction against 
the work surface and tool wear. It can polish thin membranes 
and does not require a rigid or active Support for the working 
Surface. This invention considerably simplifies optical pol 
ishing processes and reduces costs with respect to other 
known methods. 
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HYDRODYNAMIC RADAL FLUX POLISHING 
AND GRINDING TOOL FOR OPTICAL AND 

SEMCONDUCTOR SURFACES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This patent application derives from PCT Applica 
tion No. WO 2005/007343 A1, a copy of which is attached 
to this application. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

0002 This invention was not federally sponsored. 
Terminology Used 

0003) The following terms are defined for the better 
understanding of the descriptions given in this document: 
0004 Figuring: The process of shaping a solid object, 
three dimensional Surface, usually using a mathematical 
equation by means of one or more rigid, flexible or fluid jet 
abrasive tools, yielding a final error of around 100 Lum. 
0005 Grinding: The process used after figuring a surface, 
consisting of removing material from the Surface of a Solid 
object by means of shearing, cutting or impacting action of 
microscopic particles with a high degree of hardness (final 
error of 1-10 um). 
0006 Fine polishing: The final finishing of a specular 
Surface with Surface errors and micro-roughness Smaller 
than 20 nm. 

0007 Stability: The ability of the tool to maintain a 
constant erosion footprint during operation. 

0008 Repeatability: The ability of the tool to maintain a 
constant erosion footprint during several operating cycles. 

0009 Uniformity: The ability of the tool to maintain a 
constant erosion footprint along its annular circumference. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF KEY COMPONENTS OF 
THE INVENTION 

0010 This invention is directed toward a polishing tool 
useful for grinding and high precision, fine polishing of flat 
or curved optical surfaces, as well as for the optical flatten 
ing of semiconductor and metallic Surfaces. The tool does 
not make contact with the Surface to be polished and lacks 
moving parts; it is made of stainless steel and ceramic 
materials. Due to the hydrodynamic characteristics of the 
tool, it can create polished surfaces of high-precision optical 
quality. Regarding its functionality, the tool produces a high 
velocity flux that expands radially and parallel to the work 
ing Surface, generating a stable, uniform and repeatable 
annular abrasion footprint. The design of the tool allows it 
to create an optical Surface starting from the grinding 
process up through the final fine polishing process without 
having to change the tool, thereby avoiding friction against 
the work surface as well as tool wear. It can polish thin 
membranes and does not require a rigid or active Support for 
the working surface. This invention considerably simplifies 
optical polishing processes and reduces costs with respect to 
other known methods. 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0011. This invention relates to the field of corrective 
lapping/grinding and high precision polishing, specifically 
for optical Surfaces as well as the flattening of semiconduc 
tor materials. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0012. There are a number of fabrication processes which 
require the creation of extremely finely finished surfaces. 
Two of the most obvious fields are semiconductor surfaces 
and optics. The process of high quality optical polishing 
consists of removing material from the Surface of the optical 
device to be polished in order to smooth it, as well as to 
correct its figure with precisions of up to fractions of a 
wavelength. For semiconductor Surfaces, a Smooth surface 
free of irregularities is essential for a quality product, and 
requires a precision flattening or Smoothing process to create 
the desired surface. 

0013 Conventional polishing methods, also known as 
classic polishing methods (R. N. Wilson “Reflecting Tele 
Scope Optics II, Manufacture, Testing, Alignment Modern 
Techniques”, Springer Verlag, 1999 and Wilson S. R. et al. 
SPIE VOI 966, 74, 1988), primarily make use of contact 
tools fabricated with elastic materials such as pitch, poly 
urethane, etc., that precisely conform themselves to the 
working Surface, abrading it by means of a layer of slurry. 
These polishing procedures tend to be manual and slow, and 
the polishing tools tend to strain under the effects of tem 
perature and stresses that are generated during the polishing 
process, thus wearing away the polishing tool with encrusted 
abrasive particles and removed material. 
0014. These methods have been overcome with the use of 
so called “stressed lap' polishing tools, which consist of 
actively deformable polishing tools which ease the polishing 
of aspheric surfaces. Nevertheless, these methods are com 
plex and have limitations such as their inability to precisely 
polish the edges of the working Surface, inevitably resulting 
in fallen edges. 
0015. A series of modern methods have been developed 
that enable the fine polishing of optical Surfaces, such as ion 
beam figuring, magnetorheological polishing and fluid jet 
polishing. The features and limitations of each of these 
methods are described below: 

0016. The ion beam method (as illustrated by U.S. Pat. 
Nos. 5,969,368 and 5,786.236) is based on the bombardment 
of the working Surface by means of a collimated ion beam, 
composed of an inert gas that removes material from the 
polishing Surface. Although it is possible to polish aspheric 
Surfaces as well as not producing fallen edges, the Surface 
micro-roughness is not improved due to perpendicular 
impacting of the ions with the Surface. Only fine polishing 
of a previously ground and polished surface can be achieved 
with this technology. This process corrects the Surface errors 
iteratively, based on an error map of the working Surface. 
0017. This method requires the use of a vacuum chamber, 
at least of the size of the working Surface, resulting in an 
expensive and complex procedure. The magnetorheological 
fluid polishing method (as illustrated by U.S. Pat. Nos. 
5,971,835 and 6,106,380) is based on the confinement of a 
magnetic fluid containing abrasive material over the perim 
eter of a rotary cylinder which, under the influence of a 
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magnetic field, hardens, thus forming a polishing tool. The 
polishing effect is achieved by moving the working piece in 
a controlled manner over the hardened magnetorheological 
polishing fluid that flows over the cylinder. Another varia 
tion of this method consists of collimating a beam of 
magnetorheological abrasive fluid by means of a magnetic 
field and impacting it against the working Surface. 
0018. Although this method generates an annular foot 
print on the working Surface, the areas that can be polished 
are Small (less than 5 mm). This limits this technology to 
industrial applications of Small optics Such as microscope 
and camera lenses, and is quite expensive. 
0019. The fluid jet polishing method (FJP) (as described 
in Booij, S. M., Optical Engineering, August 2002, Vol. 41. 
no. 8, pp 1926-1931 and Booij, S. M. et al., I.OF & T 
conference, Tucson, June 2002, pp. 52-54 and O. Faehnleet 
al. Appl. Optics 38, 6771-673, 1998) is the first polishing 
technology based on the use of fluids. It produces wear on 
the working surface by means of an abrasive fluid. The beam 
is aimed at the Surface through a nozzle with a certain angle 
and distance with respect to the working Surface. This 
polishing method presents certain limitations since the gen 
erated footprint is unidirectional and lacks axial symmetry. 
This method only allows for polishing of small surfaces and 
the tool presents limitations to satisfy the high precision 
polishing needs in the field of large area optics. 
Technical Problem 

0020 Thus, there remains a long-felt need in the high 
precision optical polishing and microelectronics fields, spe 
cifically the precise flattening of semiconductor wafers, the 
grinding and polishing procedures used make use of a series 
of modern techniques which nonetheless present certain 
limitations: 

Lap Polishing (Classic): 

0021. This method only allows for high hardness mate 
rials. 

0022. The working surface is deformed by the applied 
tool pressure, requiring the use of rigid supports for the 
optical piece. 

0023 Lap tools tend to generate fallen edges due to 
their semi-rigid contact material and the lack of tool 
Support near the edges of the Surface to be polished. 

0024. It is necessary to change the tool size in order to 
make Zonal corrections. 

0025. This method uses harmonic machines which do 
not have the advantages of a Cartesian machine. 

Fluid Jet Polishing (FJP): 

0026. Up to now it is impossible to polish large sur 
faces (d-1-8 m). 

0027 Material removal rates are between 100 and 
1000 times Smaller than the rates obtained with the 
present invention. 

0028. The tool footprint does not present radial sym 
metry; it is not possible to produce a uniform annular 
print in the plane of incidence; ie. the footprint in the 
X direction is different form the footprint in the y 
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direction. This complicates the handling of the tool, as 
well as of the working Surface. 

Magnetorheological Polishing: 

0029. The main disadvantage of this method is the 
reduced footprint size that can be generated. 

0030. It is not possible to generate a uniform annular 
erosion footprint in the plane of incidence, ie. no axial 
symmetry exists for the footprint. This complicates the 
handling of the tool, as well as of the working Surface. 

Ion Beam Figuring: 

0031) A vacuum chamber of at least the size of the 
Surface to be polished is required. 

0032. It is not possible to make interferometric optical 
tests during the polishing process, this complicates the 
iterative polish/test procedure. 

0033. The surface micro-roughness is not improved 
due to the normal incidence of the beam on the surface. 

0034. One of the main limitations in the available fine 
polishing and grinding technology is that it is necessary to 
use more than one polishing technique in order to obtain a 
high quality, precision optical Surface. Currently these tech 
niques are achieved in different geographic locations, com 
plicating the process and significantly elevating the manu 
facturing costs. 
0035 Thus there has existed a long-felt need for a 
method of creating Smooth Surfaces in optics and semicon 
ductors and a tool of accomplishing the same, which is 
usable over a large Surface area, and is relatively inexpen 
sive to use when compared with current methods and tools 
in this field. 

0036) The present invention solves or improves the cur 
rent technological problems and a series of advantages are 
obtained with respect to the techniques mentioned earlier in 
this document. 

DESCRIPTION 

0037. The tool and method of use disclosed in this 
application is useful for the corrective lapping and fine 
polishing of diverse materials by means of a low cost, 
abrasive flux and a novel Suspension system that does not 
make contact with the working Surface. This tool enables a 
user of the invention to work on flat or curved surfaces of up 
to two meters in diameter. It has the advantage of avoiding 
fallen edges during the polishing process as well as avoiding 
tool wear-out and deformation. The polishing process is 
repeatable by means of the control of the operational param 
eters of the tool, achieving high degrees of precision and 
accuracy on optical and semiconductor Surfaces, with 
removal rates of 1 to 300 nm per minute per cm. 
0038. The current invention provides just such a solution 
by presenting a polishing tool useful for grinding and high 
precision, fine polishing of flat or curved optical Surfaces, as 
well as for the optical flattening of semiconductor and 
metallic surfaces. The tool does not make contact with the 
Surface to be polished and lacks moving parts; it is made of 
stainless steel and ceramic materials. Due to the hydrody 
namic characteristics of the tool, it can create polished 
Surfaces of high-precision optical quality. Regarding its 
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functionality, the tool produces a high velocity flux that 
expands radially and parallel to the working Surface, gen 
erating a stable, uniform and repeatable annular abrasion 
footprint. The design of the tool allows it to create an optical 
Surface starting from the grinding process up through the 
final fine polishing process without having to change the 
tool, thereby avoiding friction against the work Surface as 
well as tool wear. It can polish thin membranes and does not 
require a rigid or active Support for the working Surface. This 
invention considerably simplifies optical polishing pro 
cesses and reduces costs with respect to other known meth 
ods. This tool allows for interferometric quality tests and 
measurements during the polishing process without the need 
of dismounting the working Surface, thus it provides Supe 
rior grinding and polishing abilities in a more efficient 
manner and at a reduced cost over currently available tools 
and methods in the field of precision polishing and grinding. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0039. It is a principal object of the invention to provide 
a polishing tool useful for grinding and high precision, fine 
polishing of flat or curved optical Surfaces, as well as for the 
optical flattening of semiconductor and metallic Surfaces. 
0040. It is another object of the invention tool does not 
make contact with the surface to be polished. 
0041. It is an additional object of the invention that the 
tool lacks moving parts. 
0042. It is a further object of the invention that the tool is 
made of stainless Steel and ceramic materials. 

0043. It is also an object of this invention that the tool can 
be used to create polished Surfaces of high-precision optical 
quality. 

0044) It is an additional object of the invention that the 
tool operates by producing a high velocity flux that expands 
radially and parallel to the working Surface, generating a 
stable, uniform and repeatable annular abrasion footprint. 
0045. It is also an object of this invention that a user of 
the tool be able to create an optical surface starting from the 
grinding process up through the final fine polishing process 
without having to change the tool, thereby avoiding friction 
against the work Surface as well as tool wear. 
0046. It is an additional object of the invention that the 
tool can be used to polish thin membranes and does not 
require a rigid or active Support for the working Surface. 

0047. It is a further object of the invention that the tool 
allows for interferometric quality tests and measurements 
during the polishing process without the need of dismount 
ing the working Surface. 

0.048. It is also an object of this invention that the tool 
provides Superior grinding and polishing abilities in a more 
efficient manner and at a reduced cost over currently avail 
able tools and methods in the field of precision polishing and 
grinding 

0049. It is a final object of this invention that the tool 
significantly simplifies optical polishing processes and 
reduces costs with respect to other known methods. 
0050. It should be understood the while the preferred 
embodiments of the invention are described in some detail 
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herein, the present disclosure is made by way of example 
only and that variations and changes thereto are possible 
without departing from the Subject matter coming within the 
Scope of the following claims, and a reasonable equivalency 
thereof, which claims I regard as my invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0051 FIG. 1 is a cut-away, side view of the invention 
showing its different parts and method of operation. 
0052 FIG. 2 is an electrical schematic of the invention 
showing its circuitry. 
0053 FIG. 3 is an illustrated flow chart showing how the 
tool can be used as part of a controlled system. 
0054 FIG. 4 shows the transversal wear profile of a set 
of circular grooves generated with the tool to confront its 
performance with a theoretical model. 
0055 FIG. 5 shows a numerical simulation of such a 
Surface which was used to program the tool controller in 
order to generate this Surface. 
0056 FIG. 6 shows an interferometric fringe distortion 
analysis of Surfaces polished with the invention using abra 
sive particles of different sizes and materials. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0057 The present invention is a hydrodynamic polishing 
tool, where the polishing principle is based on a radial flux 
rather than having the tool actually come into physical 
contact with the surface to be polished. The tool is useful for 
fine-grinding and polishing of optical and semiconductor 
Surfaces, and is capable of achieving high optical qualities 
without making contact with the working Surface. 
0058. This tool supplies a fluid with suspended abrasive 
particles (a “slurry' as it is known in the trade) that is 
propelled by means of pressurized gas (such as, preferably, 
air) that imprints rotational kinetic energy to the slurry, 
further expelling the abrasive mixture radially and parallel to 
the working Surface. Such that the abrasive particles only 
graze it. 
0059) The invention is useful for the fine and high 
precision grinding and polishing of flat or curved optical 
Surfaces, as well as for high precision flattening of semi 
conductor, metallic or plastic Surfaces. This tool consists of 
no moving parts, and is fabricated from stainless Steel and 
abrasion resistant ceramic materials. 

0060. With this tool it is possible to grind/polish surfaces 
of up to 1 m in diameter, although it is possible to use arrays 
of two or more tools in order to work on larger surfaces. The 
wide spectrum of tool sizes that can be used make this tool 
ideal for high precision applications in Small optical parts, 
large Surfaces as well as optical quality flattening of semi 
conductor Surfaces. 

0061 As illustrated by FIG. 1, the present invention is a 
modular and interchangeable tool conformed of machined 
cylindrical stainless steel or ceramic sections that make up 
each stage. A set of screws located in the periphery of the 
tool body, secure each stage in a stack. The tool consists of 
a mixing stage (A), one or more rotational acceleration 
stages (B), an aerostatic Suspension system (C), a throat 
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actuator (D), an exit nozzle (E), a divergent radial nozzle (F) 
and an annular material recovering groove (G). 
0062) The mixing stage (A) controls the flux density by 
means of a porous cavity (H). The acceleration chambers (B) 
are in turn conformed by one or more cylindrical cavities (I), 
characterized by a hydrodynamically optimized geometry, 
with a series of peripherally machined power injectors (J). 
0063. The aerostatic suspension system (C) produces a 
fluid cushion that allows the positioning of the tool with 
respect to the Surface (K), by means of a series of aerostatic 
bearings, located in the periphery of the divergent section of 
the tool nozzle. 

0064. The throat actuator (D) consists of a continuous 
peripheral injector that controls the diameter of the exit 
nozzle. The exit nozzle (E) is a device made of stainless steel 
or ceramic, characterized by an optimized hydrodynamic 
geometry. It consists of a throat and a jet actuator, which in 
turn are shaped by a continuous peripheral injector, a stator 
and a distribution ring. 
0065. The divergent radial nozzle (F) is a stainless steel 
device with an optimized geometry which produces a uni 
form and parallel flux with respect to the working surface 
(K), Such that the abrasive particles only graze it. 
0.066 The annular material recovery ring (G) retrieves 
the residual abrasive material generated during the polishing 
process by means of a Suction device. 
0067 FIG. 2 is an electrical schematic of the invention 
showing its circuitry as part of a controlled system. The tool, 
Subject of the invention, is fed by a hydro-pneumatic and 
control system, conformed by liquid (A) and gas (B) Sub 
systems. The liquid Supply system consists of a permanently 
agitated container (C), an adequate pump, a hydraulic line 
with return, a pressure regulator and an electro-valve. The 
gas Supply system is conformed by a gas tank (D), a 
compressor, a three arm manifold with pressure regulators 
for each arm (E. F. G) and three sub-branches with respec 
tive variable flux restrictors (H). 
0068 For the tool operation a control system like the one 
shown in FIG. 3 can be used. The tool (A) is installed on a 
Cartesian or polar CNC machine (B) controlled numerically 
(E). The system includes feeding tanks (C) and a series of 
sensors and transducers (H) that regulate all operating 
parameters of the tool by means of a control system (D). A 
computer (F) coordinates the tool as well as the CNC 
machine by means of a user interface. 

EXAMPLES 

0069. This new hydrodynamic radial polishing tool 
allows a user to locally polish optical Surfaces with con 
trolled wear has been subject to a series of performance 
tests, using different types and sizes of abrasive granules, at 
different velocities and considering different heights of the 
tool with respect to the working Surface. 
0070 The experimental results achieved with this tool on 
different surfaces of between 15 and 20 cm in diameter are 
described: 

0071. The invention is preferably practiced in a polishing 
laboratory where an r-0-Z machine is used with the invented 
tool installed. The entire ensemble is located inside a clear, 
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sealed cover so that the user of the invention can see what 
is happening and at the same time the tool and the object 
whose surface is to be polished are protected from dust and 
other contaminants that would prevent the tool from grind 
ing and polishing the Surface to the desired degree of 
Smoothness. 

0072 FIG. 4 shows the transversal wear profile of a set 
of circular grooves generated with the tool to confront its 
performance with the theoretical model. 
0073. The tool presented here can also polish aspheric 
surfaces such as a correcting Schmidt surface. FIG. 5 shows 
a numerical simulation of Such a Surface which was used to 
program the tool controller in order to generate this Surface. 
0074. A computer reconstruction of the interferometri 
cally analysed wavefront of the Schmidt surface that was 
polished in FIG. 5 using the tool gave an accuracy of 13 nm 
rms. The observed shading corresponded to phase decon 
volution errors and do not correspond to wavefront errors. 
The instrument is capable of detecting Surface errors down 
to 2 nm when abrasive particles of 5 um are used. 
0075 FIG. 6 shows an interferometric fringe distortion 
analysis of Surfaces polished with the invention using abra 
sive particles of different sizes and materials. The figure to 
the far right shows the fringe profile of an optical reference 
Surface plate. 

What I claim is: 
1. A high precision polishing tool for fine grinding and 

polishing of flat or curved optical Surfaces, as well as for the 
optical flattening of semiconductor and metal Surfaces, com 
prising: 

a plurality of cylindrical sections made of previously 
machined stainless steel or ceramic, where, the plural 
ity of cylindrical sections are coupled to each other by 
means of a series of peripheral Screws, said cylindrical 
sections consisting of a mixing module, where the 
mixing module mixes two or more components of a 
polishing mixture, a module comprising one or more 
rotational acceleration chambers, an aerostatic Suspen 
sion system, a throat actuator, a material recovery 
groove, an exit nozzle and a divergent radial nozzle. 

2. The tool of claim 1, where, the mixing module has a 
means for the density control of the polishing mixture, 
where the means is a porous cavity. 

3. The tool of claim 1, where, the one or more rotational 
acceleration chambers consist of one or more cylindrical 
cavities characterized by an optimized hydrodynamical 
geometry, and, where, on the periphery of said one or more 
rotational acceleration chambers there exists a set of power 
injectors which are machined onto the surface of the one or 
more rotational acceleration chambers. 

4. The tool of claim 1, where, the aerostatic suspension 
system generates a fluid layer over which the tool floats, and 
where the fluid layer allows the user of the tool to adjust the 
position of the tool with respect to the surface by means of 
a series of aerostatic bearings. 

5. The tool of claim 1, where, the said throat actuator 
consists of a continuous peripheral injector that controls the 
output nozzle diameter. 

6. The tool of claim 1, where, the output nozzle consists 
of a stainless steel or ceramic device with a hydrodynami 
cally optimized geometry. 
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7. The tool of claim 6, where the output nozzle is 
comprised of a throat and a jet actuator, where the jet 
actuator is comprised of a continuous peripheral injector, a 
stator, and a distribution ring. 

8. The tool of claim 1, where, the divergent radial nozzle 
is a stainless steel or ceramic device with a hydrodynami 
cally optimized geometry that produces a uniform radial and 
parallel flux in a direction towards the working Surface Such 
that the abrasive particles only graze the Surface. 

9. The tool of claim 1, where, the material recovery ring 
picks up the polishing process residual abrasive material by 
means of a Suction mechanism. 

10. A method for the corrective grinding, fine polishing 
and cleansing of Smooth Surfaces, including Surfaces coated 
with metals and thin films, of diverse rigid and semi-rigid 
materials of medium and high hardness as well as for the 
polishing and flattening of semiconductor Surfaces compris 
ing taking a high precision polishing tool for fine grinding 
and polishing of flat or curved optical Surfaces, as well as for 
the optical flattening of semiconductor and metal Surfaces, 
where the tool comprises: 

a plurality of cylindrical sections made of previously 
machined stainless steel or ceramic, where, the plural 
ity of cylindrical sections are coupled to each other by 
means of a series of peripheral Screws, said cylindrical 
sections consisting of a mixing module, where the 
mixing module mixes two or more components of a 
polishing mixture, a module comprising one or more 
rotational acceleration chambers, an aerostatic suspen 
sion system, a throat actuator, a material recovery 
groove, an exit nozzle and a divergent radial nozzle. 

11. The method of claim 11, where, the mixing module 
has a means for the density control of the polishing mixture, 
where the means is a porous cavity. 

12. The method of claim 11, where, the one or more 
rotational acceleration chambers consist of one or more 
cylindrical cavities characterized by an optimized hydrody 
namical geometry, and, where, on the periphery of said one 
or more rotational acceleration chambers there exists a set of 
power injectors which are machined onto the surface of the 
one or more rotational acceleration chambers. 

13. The method of claim 11, where, the aerostatic sus 
pension system generates a fluid layer over which the tool 
floats, and where the fluid layer allows the user of the tool 
to adjust the position of the tool with respect to the surface 
by means of a series of aerostatic bearings. 

14. The method of claim 11, where, the said throat 
actuator consists of a continuous peripheral injector that 
controls the output nozzle diameter. 

15. The method of claim 11, where, the output nozzle 
consists of a stainless steel or ceramic device with a hydro 
dynamically optimized geometry. 

16. The method of claim 15, where the output nozzle is 
comprised of a throat and a jet actuator, where the jet 
actuator is comprised of a continuous peripheral injector, a 
stator, and a distribution ring. 
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17. The method of claim 11, where, the divergent radial 
nozzle is a stainless steel or ceramic device with a hydro 
dynamically optimized geometry that produces a uniform 
radial and parallel flux in a direction towards the working 
Surface Such that the abrasive particles only graze the 
Surface. 

18. The method of claim 11, where, the material recovery 
ring picks up the polishing process residual abrasive mate 
rial by means of a Suction mechanism. 

19. A high precision polishing tool for fine grinding and 
polishing of flat or curved optical Surfaces, as well as for the 
optical flattening of semiconductor and metal Surfaces, com 
prising: 

a plurality of cylindrical sections made of previously 
machined stainless steel or ceramic, where, the plural 
ity of cylindrical sections are coupled to each other by 
means of a series of peripheral Screws, said cylindrical 
sections consisting of a mixing module, where the 
mixing module mixes two or more components of a 
polishing mixture, a module comprising one or more 
rotational acceleration chambers, an aerostatic Suspen 
sion system, a throat actuator, an exit nozzle and a 
radial, divergent nozzle, where, the mixing module has 
a means for the density control of the polishing mix 
ture, where the means is a porous cavity, and , where, 
the one or more rotational acceleration chambers con 
sist of one or more cylindrical cavities characterized by 
an optimized hydrodynamical geometry, and, where, on 
the periphery of said one or more rotational accelera 
tion chambers there exists a set of power injectors 
which are machined onto the surface of the one or more 
rotational acceleration chambers, and, where, the aero 
static suspension system generates a fluid layer over 
which the tool floats, and where the fluid layer allows 
the user of the tool to adjust the position of the tool with 
respect to the Surface by means of a series of aerostatic 
bearings. 

20. The tool of claim 19, where, the said throat actuator 
consists of a continuous peripheral injector that controls the 
output nozzle diameter, and, where, the output nozzle con 
sists of a stainless steel or ceramic device with a hydrody 
namically optimized geometry, and, where, the output 
nozzle is comprised of a throat and a jet actuator, where the 
jet actuator is comprised of a continuous peripheral injector, 
a stator, and a distribution ring, and, where, the divergent 
radial nozzle is a stainless Steel or ceramic device with a 
hydrodynamically optimized geometry that produces a uni 
form radial and parallel flux in a direction towards the 
working Surface Such that the abrasive particles only graZe 
the Surface, and, where, the material recovery ring picks up 
the polishing process residual abrasive material by means of 
a Suction mechanism. 


